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Law librarianship and administration have emerged as a result
of the increasing complexity of the law and the resulting quantity and
diversity of legal literature published each year by federal, state
and local courts, legislatures and administrative agencies.^ “In our
country, by virtue of its federal system, each of the fifty states and
the federal government issue decisions, laws and rulings through their
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respective court systems and legislatures."
Not only has there been a great increase in ^diat is known as
••primary sources" of law, court decision and statutes, but also of
"secondary sources"~law texts or treatises, digests, indexes, encyclo¬
pedias, loose-leaf services, law reviews and other periodicals.3
This vast production of legal literature has steadily increased
since the late l8th century, when American lawyers could procure for
their personal libraries, a copy of practically all law books in
3-\ifl.lliam C. Roalfe, The Libraries of the Legal Profession
(St. Paul, Minn.: West Publishing Co,, 1953)* p. 9»
Morris L. Cohen, Legal Bibliography Briefed (Drexel Library
Quarterly, Vol.II, No.lj Philadelphia, Pa.: Drexel Institute of
Technology, 1965), p. 7.
3Roalfe, op.cit., p. 11.
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existence.^ Gradually, as law books multiplied at an increasingly
rapid rate, individual lawyers could no longer afford to purchase them.^
The need for more adequate libraries led lawyers to pool their resources
and to form association libraries to sei*ve members of the bar in their
various communities.^ Later, librarians were appointed to organize and
administer these libraries; also, to acquire, arrange and service the
book collections.^
Today, the types of law libraries are diverse,running the gamut
from small, one-man operations, to large, complex, departmentalized
institutions. "Administration and practice" among different types of
law libraries vary.^
A librarian of one of the large law schools will have
a book collection ranging from 100,000 to 1,000,000
volumes. . . a staff of five to ten professional assistants
and numerous clerical and student assistants; his patrons
are legal scholars. . . and he himself is a scholar.®
In contrast, private law librairies seldom contain more than





^Bemita J. Davis, "Current Trends in Law Libraries," Library
Trends, XI (January, 1963), ?33.
^Elizabeth Finley, Manual of Procedures for Private Law Libraries
(rev. & engl; South Hackensack, New Jersey: Rothman & Co., 1966), p. 1.
7lbid
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expedites all phases of library work-administration, reference, reader
services, technical processes, and patrons are practitioners who deal
”with the affairs of business men" and whose problems are "practical
and immediate."^
It has been advocated that law libraiy administration is no
different from that of other types of libraries, since law librairians,
as other library administrators, "are concerned with library planning,
organization and communication." This is refutable by the fact that
many law library administrative decisions, especially those pertaining
to problems of acquisitions, reference and cataloging, require the skill
of one "cognizant of the way lawyers use their libraries," and "of the
unique organization of legal literature."^ In fact, it is the "nature
of legal materials" aid the clientele that patronize legal libraries,
which differentiates law libraries and their administration from that
of other types of libraries.^
Much has been wii.tten on law librarianship and administration.
Nine theses were recorded which were directly or indirectly related to
the subject. Two of these were considered worthy of mention because
they are more directly related to this survey. M. K. Lawrence wrote a
master's thesis in 19h9 entitled "Trends in Law School Librarianship,
^Ibid.
2j, Myron Jacobstein, "Law Library Administration," Law Library
Journal, XI (January, 1963), 237.
3lbid.
^Earl C. Borgeson, "Law Libraiy Administration—A Functional
Approach," Law Library Journal, XLVI (Msy, 1933)» 90.
u
1926-19U6";^ and in 1962, G. A. Ballentine wrote a master's thesis
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entitled "Law Libraries: Sources, Patrons, Differences and Materials."
Purpose and Scope
The purpose of this study is to make an analysis of periodical
literature indexed in Library Literature^from 1936 through 1968 per¬
taining to law library administration. This study will point out
trends in law library administration. It will show reported admini¬
strative problems encountered by law librarians involving collections,
clientele, budgets, technical processes, reference, organizing, plan¬
ning and staffing. It will determine which problems were most preva¬
lent among law libraries and it should reveal problems of law library
administration on which articles have been written most frequently.
This investigation should be useful to anyone interested in law librarian-
ship and administration as a source of bibliography and for information
pertaining to trends in law library administration. It should be
especially useful to the novice in law librarianship. This study might
lead to more detailed investigations relevant to the problems of admin-
^M. K. Lawrence, "Trends in Law School Librianship, 1926-19^6"
(unpublished Master's thesis. School of Library Service, Columbia
University, 19U9).
^G. A. Ballentine, "Law Libraries: Services, Patrons, Differences
and Materials" (unpublished Master's thesis, Departnent of Library
Science, University of Mississippi, 1962).





In this thesis, law library administration, as in library administra¬
tion generally, will not refer to the responsibility for and "concern
with planning, organization, communication, training, controlling, pub¬
lic relations and supervision" of law library programs.^ The differ¬
entiating factor is the purpose of the law library, "to aid in the
solution of legal problems through law books.
Paperbooks refer to the records and briefs or printed papers
filed in court proceedings, as distingirished from soft covered books
as the term implies in public libraries.^
Methodology
Library Literature^ was searched for the years 1936 through 1968
to locate articles pertaining to law library administration. Thirty-
five articles were found for inclusion in this study.
Fifteen articles were read on microfilm in the Trevor Arnett
Library of Atlanta University. Photoduplications of lU articles were
made from bound periodicals at the Division of Librarianship of Einory
University. Reproductions of three articles were obtained from the
1L. Quincy Mumford and ihitherford D. Rodgers, "Library Admini¬




^Finley, op.cit., p. 119.
^Library Literature, op.cit.
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Library of the School of Law at Emory University. Duplicates of three
articles, unobtainable locally, were obtained from the School of Library
Seirvice Library, Drexel Institute of Technology, Philadelphia, Pennsyl¬
vania. After the articles were read, bibliographic information and
detailed content notes for each were recorded.
In the analysis of the articles, first the number of articles
published each year from 1936 through 1968 was charted. Next, the
types of law libraries referenced in the articles were recorded.
Then, an analysis of the subject content of the articles was
made. For this purpose, a checklist was constructed from the subjects
covered in the articles as they were read (see Appendix). Also uti¬
lized in constructing the checklist were M. L. Cohen's syllabus for
"Law Librarianship"jl Mumford and Rodgers's "Library Administration
in Its Current Development";^ and W. R. Roalfe's "The Libraries of
the Legal Profession."^ Each of the articles was analyzed by the
checklist to determine the type of administrative problems encountered
in libraries.
The contents of the articles as revealed by the checklist are
discussed including the frequency with which the ideas and topics ap¬
pear in periodical articles indexed in Library Literature from 1936
through 1968.
^Morris L. Cohen, "Law Librarianship." Syllabus for Course 569*
Philadelphia, Pa.: Graduate School of Library Service, Drexel Institute
of Technology, 1969* (Mimeographed.)
SRoalfe, op»cit., p. 36.
3Mumford and Rodgers, op.cit.
CHAPTER II
ANALYSIS OF ARTICLES PERTAINING TO LAW LIBRARI ADMINI¬
STRATION FROM 1936-1968
Analysis of Articles on Law Library Admini¬
stration by Year of Phiblication
An examination of Library Literature^ from 1936 through 1968
revealed that 35 articles on law librarianship and administration were
published in eight periodicals. The articles were analyzed by three-
year intervals. Nine of these articles were published during the
years 1957 through 1959» which was the largest number for any three-year
period covered in the s tudy. Five articles were published during the
periods 195U-1956 and 1960-1962. Three were published in each of the
three-year periods 1936-1938, 1939-19U1, 19U5-191+7, 1951-1953 and 1963-
1968 (see Table 1). No articles were found for two of the three-year
integrals, 19ii2-19UU and 19li8-1950. The number of articles published
during the 1936-1953 period remained fairly constant with three articles
appearing in each three-year interval. There was an increase in the
number of articles published in 1957-1959 followed by a gradual decrease
in the next three intervals, 1960-1962, 1963-1965 and 1966-1968, with












19h2-19iai ... • • •
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Analysis of ArticsIes on Law Library
Administration by Periodical
Of the 35 articles analyzed for this study, the majority, 27,
were published in Law Library Journal; two were published in Library
Trends and one in each of six other journals (see Table 2).
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TABLE 2
LIST OF PEfilODICALS AND NUMBER OF ARTICLES FOUND
IN EACH ON UW LIBRARY ADMINISTRATION
Number of
Name of Periodical Articles
Law Library Journal 27
Library Trends 2
Case aid Comment 1
Louisiana Library Association Bulletin .... 1
Journal of Legal Education .......... 1
College and Research Libraries 1
Library Quarterly 1
Chicago Bar Record . 1
Total 35
Subject Analysis of Articles on Law
Library Administration
Law School Libraries
Of the 35 articles analyzed in this study, 20, or 57.5 percent,
pertain to the administration of law school libraries. All of the
articles deal with law library administration in American colleges and
universities except one which discusses university law libraries of
Australia. Law school library administrative problems reported in
the articles deal with planning and organization, law collections,
personnel, clientele, budgeting and finance, reference and readers’
services, book selection ard acquisitions, cataloging, and circulation.
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Table 3 shows the frequency with which each problem is treated in the
literature.
TABLE 3
FREQUENCY WITH WHICH PBDBLEMS OF LAW SCHOOL LIBRARY
ADMINISTRATION ARE TREATED IN THE ARTICLES
Number of
Subject Articles
Planning and Organization 17
Law Collections 13
Personnel and Staffing Ih
Clientele 10
Budgeting and Finance 9
Reference and Readers' Services 8
Book Selection and Acquisitions 8
Cataloging and Classifation ......... 12
Planning and organization.—In relation to organizational struc¬
ture, one of the most controversial and frequently discxissed problems
of law library administration pertains to the place of the law school
library within the general administrative framework of the university.
This problem—whether the law school library should be administered
independently under the dean of the law school, or centrally controlled
as a unit of the university under the director—was discussed in 11 of
the 17 articles pertaining to planning and organization.
Five articles state that the law school library should be
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administered independent!/ (2, 12, l8, 2U and 26). Reasons given for
the support of autonomous control are that the dean and faculty of the
law school are lawyers; they are cognizant of problems peculiar to law
books and law libraries and, therefore, can advise more intelligently on
law school library matters than the non-legally trained director of univer¬
sity libraries (18, 2li, 26, and 27). Five articles, whilfe neutral on the
ultimate source of administrative control, contend that there are ad¬
vantages and disadvantages in both the autonomous and integrated
systems. These articles emphasize that decision-making in the admini-
station of the law libraiy should be vinder the control of the law
librarian (12, 1$ and 31). Two of the articles favoring independent
control concur with this opinion (18 and 2i|.). One article considers
the personalities of the law librarian, the dean of the law school, and
the director of libraries to be more in^sortant than formal organization
(29). Another article refutes this statement replying that personali¬
ties are significant for performance of a program but do not relate
directly to the quality of an operational scheme (27). Other planning
and organizational related issues discussed in the articles pertain
to the scope of administrative responsibilities. Three articles state
that because of the interaction and interrelation of one aspect of
library work upon another, no line is drawn where the administrative
process ceases. Ratter, the library administrator must balance numerous
services—technical processes, reference and readers' services, acqui¬
sitions, public services—to achieve an efficient and effective law
library (12, J.5 and 18). Four articles discuss the role of the admini¬
strator in relation to the problem of library evaluation (11, 15 and 28).
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Two of these articles debate the feasibility and applicability of
library standards set up by the Association of American Law Schools
(28 and 33)• Two other administrative problems cited in the litera¬
ture pertain to the librarian's responsibility to keep abreast of new
developments in the field of law, in the law school curricula, in law
librarianship and administration and to promote public relations (15
and 21).
Law library collections.—The information included in the 13
articles dealing with law library collections treats the development
of law collections in the United States, the nature of law collections,
and problems of growth and upkeep. One article traces the develop¬
ment of law library collections from the small, uncomplicated collec¬
tions of the 1890*s to the vast, coti^lex collections of present-day
university law libraries (ll). Two articles discuss the voluminous
growth of law collections and the accompanying space problem resulting
from the quantity of legal literature published each year by federal
and state courts and legislatures (10 and 27). Four articles mention
the disproportionate number of continuations contained in law library
collections as a problem. Continuations consume such a large portion
of book budget appropriations that funds for the p;irchase of new
treatises or law texts are usually inadequate (1, 2, 20 and 2ii). Three
articles further describe the nature of legal collections, stating that
the highly specialized and complicated reference tools of law require
skill in the techniques of legal research for their effective utiliza¬
tion (18, 20 and 29). Five articles give suggestions for developing a
law collection. The articles recommend that the law librarian become
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familiar with noted sources of bibliography, that the collection be
checked against bibliographies to discover weak areas and to identify
areas of special interest to the law school facxilty such as new devel¬
opments in international law (1, 11, lU, 15 and 21).
Personnel and staffing.--Of the Ih articles which treat person¬
nel in law school libraries, eight recommend that the law librarian
have a background in law as well as professional library training (5>
6, 10, 18, 20, 27» 29 and 3ii). Legal training is especially desirable
for key law school library positions because the law-trained librarian
understands the subject matter of law, can interpret the law school
curriculum and can capably select books to meet the needs of the clientele
(27 and 29). One article predicts that law training would become the
standard for law librarianship and administration in all types of law
libraries due to the increasing complexity of the law (3U)« Two articles
agree that the law school librarian should have faculty status (10 and
28), In accord, three articles state that the salary of the law librarian
should be commensurate with the additional education, training and
responsibility of administering a law school library (2Uj 27 and 29).
One article contends that subordination of the law librarian's position
and of the entire library staff sometimes exists under the control of
the director of libraries (31). Another article con5)ensates by stating
that the chief and assistant librarians of law schools are usually
chosen by the dean or director only after consultation with the faculty
of the law school (15). Two articles discuss personnel problems in
one-man libraries. The shortage of personnel is a grave problem in
the one-man law school library. Where the law librarian is the only
professional, many services are lacking. The duties are too numerous
for effective performance by one professional and part-time student
assistants (15 and 2^}. Three articles suggest that the American
Association of Law Libraries and the Association of American Law Schools
should draft standards to provide for adequate staffing of law libraries
(15, 18 and 28). One article discusses the selection of nonprofessional
personnel} this article favors hiring full-time personnel, enumerates
disadvantages of hiring part-time student assistants and suggests sources
of recruitment for nonprofessional personnel (5). There is a general
shortage of qualified law libraiaans. The American Association of Law
Libraries has taken the initiative in an effort to ease the shortage
through educational and recruitment programs (5 and l5)*
Clientele .—Seven of 10 articles that treat clientele of law
school libraries note that the librarian's major problem in this area
is the responsibility to provide an adequate and current collection to
meet the needs of the patrons (2, 10, I8, 20, 2U, 27 and 29)• The
clientele of college and university law libraries as discussed in eight
articles consists largely of individuals engaged in scholarly research
(10 and 27)} members of law faculties and administrators of institutions
(2, 10, 2U, 27 and 29)i law students enrolled in these institutions (2,
10, 11, 12, 20, 2k and 27); and, to a certain extent, members of the
communities in idiich universities and their libraries are located (8,
10 and 25).
Budgeting and finance.—Nine articles treat budgetary problems
in law library administration. One of these articles notes that in
some universities the law school has no effective voice in respect to
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the law library budget (31)• Three articles agree that authority in
budget control should reside in the law librarian and the law school
faculty (2, 26 and 27)* Another budget-related problem discussed in
the literature pertains to the disproportionate sum of the law library
budget expended for continuations (10, 18, 20 and 2h)» One article
estimates that $0 percent of the annual budget in law libraries is com¬
mitted to continuations aid supplements for books already in the li¬
brary (20). Another article expresses the need for a uniform system
of accounting for law libraries, whereby a fixed sum can be specified
for textbooks and treatises, depending upon the size of the collection
and the cost of continuations (27).
Reference and readers* sei*vices.—Each of the eight articles
which deal with reference and readers' services agrees that research
and bibliographical services for faculty and assistance to students in
the use of book resources are basic elements in law library administra¬
tion (2, 12, lli, 15, 18, 21, 2h and 26). Five of these articles, in
addition to bibliographical services, enumerate other services such as
informing patrons of the library's resources through lists of new acces¬
sions, reading lists and library bulletinsj negotiating inter-library
loansj teaching legal bibliography courses; instructing in the use of
the card catalog; digesting articles; researching special projects (2,
11, 15, 21 and 2k)• Two articles state that reference requests in
law libraries usud.ly pertain to cases or statutes and that the law
librarian must become familiar with legal abbreviations in order to
locate requested information (15 and 20).
Book selection and acquisitions.—Of the eight articles which
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are concerned with acquisition policies, two are in agreement that
effective book selection in law school libraries requires knowledge
of legal subject matter (2 and 28). Five articles approve of placing
authority for book selection under the jurisdiction of the law librarian,
with the faculty of the law school advising on purchases (2, 20, 21, 25
and 26). Law librarians must be familiar with general acquisition
tools as well as law sources because the periphery of law is extending
further into other disciplines (15 and 21). The majority of acquisi¬
tions in the law libraiy are continuations. A law library con^jarative-
ly procures only a small number of individual titles or treatises (20
and 26). Law materials are obtained primarily from law book dealers
(20). Books selected for the law library should not duplicate holdings
of tte main university library (21).
Cataloging and classification.—Twelve artibles discuss the problem
bf the cataloging and classification of legal raatei*ials. The cataloger
of law books faces unusual technical problems and needs special train¬
ing (20). Ihere are no standardized classification schemes and sub¬
ject heading lists for the field of law (1 and 20). There is a possi¬
bility that one of the recently developed schemes will beccxne standard¬
ized (15)* Four articles suggest cooperative cataloging as a possible
solution to the increasing shortage of qualified law catalogers (1, 11,
15 and 21). Two articles favor centralized cataloging of law books
(11 and 28). Two other articles disagree to the cataloging of law
books in the university library, stating that the central classifica¬
tion is inadequate for the specialized field of law. These articles
state in opposition that the general cataloger is unfamiliar with the
subject matter of law (27 and 31). Six articles favor utilization of
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of Library of Ck)ngress services, printed cards and catalogs. These
articles suggest that the Library of Congress should be encouraged to
develop and make available a law classification scheme so that law
libraries can utilize this seiTrice now available to other libraries (2,
11, 15, 28, 31 and 33).
Law Firm Libraries
Of the 35 articles analyzed in this study, five, or lh«9 percent,
deal with law librarianship and administration in law firm libraries.
Problems discussed in the articles pertain to organization, clientele,
collections, readers' sez*vices, and technical processes. Table U
shows the frequency with which each problem was treated in the body of
literature examined.
TABLE h
FREQUENCY WITH WHICH PROBLEMS OF LAW FIRM LIBRARIANSHIP








Organization.--Four of the five articles on administration in
law firm libraries comment on library organization (3, 13, 23 and 35)*
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One of these articles states that effective organization is the first
administrative problem of law firm libraries. Without effective plan¬
ning and organization, the library's ob;5®c'tive of service cannot be
realized (3). Belatedly, two articles consider operating procedural
manuals to be invaluable aids and guides to organizing and administer^
ing a law firm library (25 and 30) * Law firm librarianship and admini¬
stration is becoming a widely accepted innovation (3* 13 and 35)» Law
firms traditionally delegated the management of their libraries to
intelligent secretaries, law clerks or junior associatesj but as attempts
by untrained personnel to organize failed, the services of profession¬
al librarians were sought to turn a conglomeration of law books into
a usefAil research center (13 and 35)* Remarking on the qualifications
for law firm librarianship and administration, one article states that
the librarian need not be a lawyer, but should have a broad, general educa¬
tional background obtained in earning a B.A. or B.S. degree and an
M.L.S. degree (13). Further, this article reiterated that the law
firm librarian must become a specialist in legal bibliography and re¬
search. Organizationally, the law librarian, as administrator of the
library, is under the jurisdiction of the managing partner of the firm.
Also, the librarian is usually a member of and receives advice from the
library committee and is directly supervised by the chairman of the
committee (3> 13 and 35).
Clientele.—The patrons of a law firm library differ from those
of a university law library. The clientele of law firm libraries, as
discussed in three articles are practicing attorneys concerned with the
affairs of the business world, as contrasted to law professors and legal
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scholars engaged in long-term research in law school libraries (13 and
35)* Other patrons of law firm libraries are legal secretaries and
stenogr^hers, law students and clerlffl (35)» accountants, administrative
personnel and typists and clerks (3)« The law firm librarian is usually
the only professional in the library. His duties and responsibilities
in administering the library and in attempting to render efficient and
effective library service to a large clientele of attorneys are numerous,
challenging, frustrating and rewarding (3).
Collections .—A description of the book collections found in law
firm libraries is given in three articles. Two of these state that
the legal library is a research center with a collection consisting
primarily of reference materials (3 and 35)• Another article compares
law firm and law school library collections, stating that the law school
library collection is general in scope, covering all areas of the field
of law, while the collection in a law firm library is more specialized,
streamlined to coverage of areas of the law relevant to the firm's
activities (13)• It was noted that the law firm collection contains
a great number of continuations aid serials, and that the rapid growth
of the collection creates a space problem (3, 13 and 35)* The library
maintains special collections of the firm's proceedings or printed
briefs, and legislative histories. A problem encountered in building
a briefs collection is the difficulty of acquiring copies to be bound"(13
and 35)* In addition to books, the collection contains pamphlets,
government documents, legal periodicals, clipping files and business
and legal forms files (35) •
Readers' services.—Services in law firm libraries are discussed
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in five articles. Legislative histories are prepared (13» 30 and 35);
legal memoranda and opinion letters citing authorities are collected
and indexed (35); bibliographies and reading lists are compiled (3,
13, 23, 30 and 35); files of articles, studies, reports and documents
of special interest to the firm are collected and maintained (13 and
35); loose-leaf services are filed; law reviews are digested arid briefs
or paperback books are collected, bound and stored (35)« In addition
to these services, reference questions are answered; assistance is
given in the use of the card catalog and law book resources; and special,
projects are researched (3, 13 and 35)•
Technical processes.—Technical problems in law firm libraries
are discussed in four articles and pertain to the need for a standard¬
ized classification scheme (13); the need for a uniform law subject
heading list (30); and the shortage of qualified law catalogers (3,
13 and 35)* Circulation control is cited as a perrenial problem (3,
13, 30 and 35)* One article discusses several types of circulation
systems found to be effective among law firm libraries (30). Two
other articles mention the need for an effective weeding policy (13
and 23).
County Law Libraries
Two articles, or 5*7 percent, of the 35 analyzed deal with law
librarianship and administration in county law libraries. Administra¬
tive problems discussed in these articles pertain to county law library
organization, personnel, clientele and services.
Clientele .—The clientele of county law libraries, as discussed
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in the articles, consists of public officials of the county seat (17);
local lawyers engaged in research (8 and 17); ;judges of the county
court or courts (8); law students (17) and members of the general
public (8 and 17).
Organization.—The control and administration of county law librar¬
ies vary. In some, authority is invested in a board or a committee;
in others, control is entrusted to an individual judge (17). The
qualified county law librarian is delegated authority in every phase
of library administration except major policy decisions (8 and 17).
Local bar and library associations participate in the operation of
county law libraries and support them financially (8 and 17). One
article states that funds for the operation of the library are provided
for by statute (17).
Personnel,—As discussed in the articles, the staff of county
law libraries run the gamut from numerous library trained professionals
and many clerical assistants who work in large complex institutions
housing major legal collections, and who serve thousands of lawyers,
to one or two untrained volunteers who operate county law libraries
which contain minute collections and serve only a few attorneys (8 and
17). Another article, commenting on qualifications for county law
librarianship, recommends that the law librarian be a college and
library school graduate, and that the library assistant should have a
college education (8). This article also suggests that personnel
compensation should be commensurate to qualifications.
Services.—The scope and quality of service in county law li¬
braries vary. Some of these libraries provide legal reference services.
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expedite inter-library loans, provide legislative reference service on
the status of bills from introduction to adoption, and collect and
preserve archival and historical books and legal documents relevant to
the county law library (8 and 17). In contrast, services of other
county law libraries, lacking professional staffs, are barely above
the clerical stage (8)•
Federal Law Libraries
One article, or 2.86 percent,of the 35 analyzed for this study
deals with law librarianship and administration in the Supreme Court
Library (4).
Organization.—The Supreme Court is an independent federal agency
and its library is autonomous. Funds for books, salaries, printing
and binding, maintenance and miscellaneous expenses are received from
the judiciary appropriation acts (ii).
Clientele .—The Supreme Court Library serves the judiciary, one
of the three major branches of the federal government. Library ser¬
vice is provided for the chief justice and associate justices of the
Supreme Court, Supreme Court clerks engaged in intensive research,
federal and other attorneys, and members of the public (Ii).
CollectionsIhe Supreme Court Law Library houses the largest
court library collection in the United States. This extensive col¬
lection covers a wide range of subjects, and its constant and rapid
growth creates a space problem ^U)• The Library utilizes the resources
of the Library of Congress and other federal libraries located in the
District of Columbia. The acquisitions policy of the Library stresses
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avoidance of unnecessary duplication of volumes owned by other closely
located federal libraries (li)»
Services.—A staff of professionally trained librarians and assist¬
ants serve the judiciary and its staff in the Supreme Court Library.
The article states that the Library maintains Supreme Court records
and briefs, transacts inter-library loans with the Library of Congress
and other District of Columbia libraries, produces microfacsimiles of
legal documents, provides documentation and abstracting services, and
answers general reference questions (U)*
Law Libraries in General
Seven of the 35 articles, or 20 percent, analyzed in this study
deal with varioiis aspects of law librarianship and administration
relevant to all types of law libraries. One article discusses the
acquisitions policies, technical processes, and administration of law
libraries. It states that in modern law library administration emphasis
is placed on increased and improved service rather than on the accumula¬
tion and care of books; that an understanding of the principles under¬
lying law libraries is requisite to their correct evaluation, that book
selection is an important part of the administrator's job, and that
there is a.need for the establishment of a standard law classification
scheme (22)*
Another article is concerned with annual reports. It discusses
the purpose of annual reports, gives suggestions as to the types of
information to be included in them, and describes the elen«nts of a
good annual report (16).
Law library staff manuals are discussed. One of the articles
2k
defines various types of manuals such as policy ana organization, staiCf
instruction, performance and procedures. It also discusses the origins
of the library manual, gives purposes for and uses of library and busi¬
ness manuals, and provides an outline of possible contents for preparing
a library manual (7)*
Another article stresses the importance of adequate catastrophe
insurance for library collections. It states that most libraries place
their insurance on a flat rate value per book. The article suggests
instead that a reasonable and fair evaluation for insurance protection
requires knowledge of the collection and a study of the investments
for books, periodicals, documents, the card catalog and catalog cards,
furniture, fixtures, book stacks and other equipment minus an allowance
for depreciation (32).
Trends in law library administration are surveyed in one article.
Current trends reported in this article pertain to the growth in number,
size and importance of law firm libraries, the increase and importance
of peripheral materials (scientific, economic, statistical), emphasis
upon new forms of publications such as loose-leaf services and micro¬
reproductions, and the increase in cooperative projects among libraries
such as the publication of catalogs and checklists. Other trends
mentioned in this article involve the awareness of a need of a standard
classification schedule, and the application of mechanics?, and electronic
devices to legal literature (?).
Personnal administration is the subject of one article irtiich re¬
ports that effective law library management includes the proper handling
of personnel matters (19). This article cotranents that careful selection
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of personnel and proper utilization of staff talents are means of
achieving the maximum potential of the organization, that effective
communication is necessary to staff management, and that the law library
administrator must acquire skill in personnel techniques.
One other article discusses education for law librarianship.
This article comments that a profession's status depends largely upon
the criterion of formal education (6). It states that due to the in¬
sufficient number of libraiy school graduates trained in law librarian-
ship, many law library positions are filled by nonprofessionals, as
well as by other specialists outside the field of librarianship. It
is suggested that the shortage of qualified law librarians might be
eased through more strenuous recruitment efforts for top quality
novices, and through continuous educational opportunities for librarians
already in the field. Both library and law training are stressed.
Summary and Conclusions
An analysis was made of 35 articles on law librarianship and
administration indexed in Library Literature, 1936-1968.^ The fre¬
quency of occurrence of the subject included in the checklist revealed
the amount of emphasis placed on the various subjects. An annoted biblio¬
graphy of the 35 articles was compiled. The entries are arranged alpha¬
betically. Each entry is numbered, and these corresponding numbers in
parentheses are used to refer to the articles in the discussion in this
chapter. The frequency with which aspects of law librarianship and
^Library Literature, op.cit.
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administration appear in the periodical literature from 1936 through
1968 is shown in Table 5* The various types of law libraries repre¬
sented in the literature are shown in Table 6.
TABLE 5
FREQUENCY WITH WHICH ASPECTSOF LAW LIBRARIANSHIP AND




Planning and Organization 2$
Cataloging and Classification 21
Law Collections ..... 19
Personnel and Staffing 17
Reference and Readers' Services 17
Book Selection and Acquisitions I6
Clientele lU
Budgeting and Finance 12
As a result of reading and analyzing these 35 articles pertaining
to law libraries and their administration, it is evident that law
librarianship is a dynamic and challenging profession irtiose members are
concerned with the growth and development of the profession, in top
quality education, and in the improvement of its services. The
literature indicates also that law librarians in various types of law
libraries e^erience common problems, the most prevalent ones pertaining
to planning and organization, cataloging and classification, developing
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TABLE 6
FREQUENCY WITH WHICH DIFFERENT TYPES OF LAW LIBRAItLES ARE
TREATED IN THE ARTICLES
Type of Library Number of
Articles
Law School Library 20
Law Finn Library 5
County Law Library 2
Federal Co\irt Law Library 1
Law Libraries in General 7
Total 35
law collections, personnel and staffing, and reference and readers'
services.
Generally speaking, most of the articles seem to agree that
sound planning and organization are basic to the success of all other
library activities. Thus numerous debates on the administrative
control or place of the law school library in the organizational struc¬
ture of the university have ensued. No aspect of library work can be
divorced from the otherj irrespective of the source of administrative
control, the law library administrator must balance all aspects of
library wcrk to achieve the library's ultimate objective of effective
service.
There is a need for standardized rules of cataloging and classifi¬
cation for law books, as well as for a uniform list of law subject
headings. Work is in progress at the Library of Congress to meet these
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needs. New specialties in the field such as law firm librarianship
and, more recently, international law librarianship are indicative of
the growth of the profession. The impetus for recruitment and its
companions, education and certification, as mentioned in numerous articles
in the study, also reflect growth in the field of law librarianship and
administration.
ANNOTATED BIBLIOGRAPHY OF ARTICLES PERTAINING TO
LAW LIBRARIANSHIP AND ADMINISTRATION INDEXED
IN LIBRARY LITERATURE, 1936-1968
1. “Australian Authority Looks at Post-Graduate Work and Law Librar¬
ies," Law Library Journal, LX (May, 196?), 172-714-•
Discussion of the inadequacy of legal research facilities
in Australia, the development of post-graduate schools, the
need for more adequate university law libraries, and the short¬
age of qualified law librarians to develop and administer law
collections. Law training as well as professional library
training is recommended for university !law librarianship and
administration.
2. Beardsley, Arthur S. “Some Phases of Law Library Administration,"
Law Library Joiu*nal, XXI (September, 1938), 193-205.
Paper read at the annual meeting of the American Associa¬
tion of Law Libraries Convention, 1938. Considers fundamental
principles of administering a law library based on its special¬
ized field of service. Knowledge of the techniques of legal
research, the ability to interpret the needs and demands of
faculty and students, and the need for administrative auto¬
nomy in law school libraries in relation to problems of book
selection and expenditure of funds are stressed.
3. Borgeson, Earl C. "Law Library Administration—A Functionzil
Approach," Law Library Journal, XLVI (May, 1933), 90-92.
Offers picture of functional organization and operation of
a law library. Defines three areas of effort that combine to
render effective service including administration, management,
fiscal controls, personnel and property control, technical
processes, acquisitions, cataloging, processing, public ser¬
vice, reference, instruction and circulation.
U. Clarke, Oscar D. "The Library of the Supreme Court of the United
States," Law Library Journal, XXXI (March, 1938), 89-96.
Description of the Supreme Court Law Library. Comments on
autonomous control of institution, on size and scope of its
collection, clientele of the library, budget for operation
under judiciary appropriation acts, cooperation with Library
of Congress and other libraries in the Washington, D.C. area,
and services including general law and legislative reference work.
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abstracting and documentation services, inter-library loans,
production of microfacsimiles of legal docimients, and provision
of Supreme Co\irt records and briefs.
5. Coffey, Hobart R. "Non-professional or Sub-professional Work in
Law Libraries," Law Library Journal, XXXIX (March, 19h6), 175-8b.
Comments on the variety of duties in law library work.
Notes the responsibility of the administrator to select and
assign personnel to jobs comparable to the employees' capabilities,
the necessity of the librarian's performance of some clerical
routines in small libraries due to personnel shortages, and sug¬
gests areas of recruitment for nonprofessional personnel. Gives
preference to hiring of fuUptime nonprofessional help and enumer¬
ates disadvantages inherent in hiring part-time student assistants.
6. Cohen, Morris L. "Educating Law Librarians, A Symposium," Law
Library Journal, LV (August, 1962), 190-2^0.
Deals with education for law librarianship. Relates importance
of education to status and growth of profession of law librarian-
ship. Notes insufficient number of library school graduates vho
specialize in law librarianship, comments on extreme shortage of
qualified law librarians, and need for more strenuous recruitment
for novices with potential. Also recommends continuing education
for librarians already in the field. Agrees to library and legal
training for law librarianship and administration.
7. Coonan, JMargaret E. "The Law Library Staff Manual," Law Library
Journal, L (November, 1957), ii75-92.
Detailed description of law library staff manuals. Defines
and classifies various types of manuals—policy and organization
manual, staff instruction manual, procedures manusl and perform¬
ance manual. Explores history and origin of the library manual,
and recounts uses of library manuals for supervisors, employees
and management. Also discusses preliminaries of manual making
and provides an outline and guide of possible contents of a
library manual.
8. Dabagh, T. S. "Recommendations for a County Law Library of 30,000
Volumes," Law Library Journal, XXXE (March, 1938), 63-6U.
Recommendations for county law library administration, based
on survey opinions of twenty-two county law librarians. Comments
on size and training of staff, service to lawyers and general
public, reference work and condensation for library personnel.
9* Davies, B. J. "Current Trends in Law Libraries," Library Trends,
XI (January, 1963), 233-36.
Surveys trends in law library administration. Reports growth
in number, size and inportance of law firm libraries, an increase
in the use of peripheral materials, new emphasis upon new forms
of publications, increase of inter-library cooperative projects.
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promotion of better trained personnel, increased number of librar¬
ies planned with ejqpanded services and facilities for readers,
increased interest in international law, general awareness of
need for standard law classification schedule, application of
mechanical and electronic devices of legal literature.
10. Elliott, L. M. "Fundamental Concepts of Law Librarianship," Law
Library Journal, XLVI (May, 1953), 63-89.
Describes role of the law library administrator in the develop¬
ment of the library, the relationship of library personnel and
law school faculty, services rendered and clientele served.
11. Ellsworth, Ralph E. "Standards for Law Libraries," Law Library
Journal, HII(Noyembei*i 5.960),, U61-68.
Traces history and development of university library admini¬
stration as background for understanding of problems of current
administration and evaluation of law libraries. Suggests that
more professional librarians should be appointed to evaluation and
standard committees. Notes incapabilities of inspectors of the
American Bar Association to fairly evaluate law libraries due to
lack of professional library training.
12. Falknor, Jaidson F. "The Function of the Law School Libraries," Law
Library Journal, XXX (January, 1937), 13-21.
Address by the dean. University of Washington, School of Law,
at 1936 meeting of the Association of American Law Schools.
Suggestions pertaining to law school librarianship. Cites the
following points; administering the library as an indepetxient
organization, forecasting needs and gathering material on current
legal questions, building up a cultural collection on legal
history and biography, digesting articles, compiling biblio¬
graphies and listing new accessions.
13. Finley, Elizabeth. "Library or Mess," Case and Comment, LXIV
(December, 1959)» 12-19.
Comments on law firm librarianship and administration. Sug¬
gests that the profession of law librarianship is becoming a
widely accepted innovation as more and more lawyers begin to
realize that the services of competent law librarians result in
the savings of time, money and worry.
Ih. Gwinner, Ethel. "The Law Librarian Checklists the Library," Law
Library Journal, LI (January, 1958), 21-27.
A selected bibliography of checklists on American law for small
or: Jjffidium-sized law libraries. Subjects covered include admini¬
strative decisions, administrative regulations, American Law
Institute, Attorney General Reports, bar associations, book dealers
and publishers, citators, congressional hearings, constitutions,
covirt rules, state and federal government publications, Indian
nations, judicial councils, legislative councils, legislative
journals, periodicals and reports.
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15. Hammond, J. L., Jurkins, Jacquelyn L. and Straker, Cynthia. “Law
Libraries-Developraent-Direction," Law Library Journal, LVII
(February, 1961;)» 8-27.
Survey of developments in law library administration. Discus¬
ses the place of the law school library within the general admini¬
strative framework of the university, favors placing of the
decision-making process in the administration under the control
of the law school ana librarian, notes similar administrative
control problems in federsil civil service law libraries, forecasts
increasing interest in foreign and international law, comments on
shortage of competent law librarians. Also discusses technical
processes and services in law libraries.
16. Hargrave, Helen. “Annual Reports," Law Library Journal, XLVII
(May, 1951;), 329-31.
Gives piirpose of annual reports and makes suggestions as to
the type of information to incxude in them—information on library
finance, growth of collections, number of books, reference ques¬
tions answered and book catalogs. Also describes elements of a
good annual report. It is suitable for presentation to the person
to whom it is addressed, it advances good relationship between
the library and the public, it has an adequate financial statement,
it covers the present condition of the library, it presents plans
for future development and it has an appealing format.
17. Houghton, Dorothy. “County Law Libraries in Kansas,“ Law Library
Journal, XXXV (May, 19l;l), 357-59.
Discussion of county law libraries located in Kansas. Con¬
siders administration entrusted to a judge, board or committee,
financial support, both pviblic and private, and staffs, which vary
from a number of professional and clericals in larger libraries
to no staff at all in the smallest libraries. The small county
library idiich has no staff work is performed by the board or com¬
mittee or a person appointed to expedite library duties for a
nominal fee. Also discusses service to clientele, members of
the bench and bar and public officials of the counties.
18. Jacobstein, J. Myron. "Law Library Administration," Library Trends,
XI (January, 1963), 237-i;3.
Refutes generalist theory that the same administrative prac¬
tices are applicable to all types of libraries. Contrasts law
library administration to that of other libraries. Notes special¬
ized.' knowledge of subject matter of law in many law library
administrative problems is requisite in addition to general library
training. Also notes problem of administrative control of the
law school library. Suggests that attention should be focused
upon establishing better standards of library service rather than
upon sources of administrative control.
19. Keene, C. M. "Law Librarian and Personnel Administration," Law
Library Journal, L (December, 1957)» l;93-98.
Comments on staff management and personnel techniques. Emphasis
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on careful selection of personnel and proper utilization of staff
talents.
20. Lane, M. T, “Law Library Personnel,'* Louisiana Library Association
Bulletin, X (January, 19ii7)» ii8-50.
Examines problems peculiar to law books and libraries which
affect the works of the law librarian and his staff. Discusses
qualifications needed for law librarianship. Points out diffi¬
cult problems encountered by law catalogers in assigning subject
headings and classifying due to the lack of standard tools for
these purposes.
21. "Library-Faculty Relatidns in a Small Law School Library," Law
Library Journal, XLIV (May, 1951), 78-83.
Enumerates services undertaken in a small law school library
to promote good libraiy-facuity relationships. Some of these
services include compiling bibliographies, informing faculty of
library's resources, building collections of materials of special
interest to a professor's course work, routing advance sheets or
reproduction of contents of law journals on request, finding answers
to legal reference questions, compiling information and collecting
materials for special courses, maintaining special form files,
collecting material on legislative histories.
22. McKavitt, M. A. and Boyd, H. "We Look at the Law Library," Law
Library Journal, XXXTII (M£iy, 1940), 81-96.
Examination of the functions and administration of law libraries
with emphasis on increasing and improving service. Functions
of the law library presented in syllabus fomn under the headings:
administration, ordering and accessioning, cataloging and classi¬
fying, circulation and reference.
23. "Manual of Law Library Operations," Law Library Journal, LIII
(November, I960), U06-17»
Outline for a private law firm library operating manual dis¬
cussed at the 53rd annual meeting of the American Association of
Law Libraries. The outline, prepared by members of the Coiranittee
on Private Law Libraries, covers the areas of administration,
reference work, circulation work, technical processes, acquisitions
procedures and cataloging procedures.
2U. Newman, H. "Librarian's Approach to Problems in the Smaller Law
School Libraries," Law Library Journal, XXXII (March, 1939)>
78-94.
Address by law librarian of George Washington University at
1938 annual meeting of the American Association of Law Libraries.
Defines qualifications for law school librarianship, discusses
the functions and activities of law librarians, and considers
problems in two groups—those pertaining to administration and
service, and those involving appropriations for books and bindings.
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25* ”One-Man Law Library: Problems and Solutions Explored—A Round
Table Discussion," Law Library Journal, L (November, 1957)» 319-37•
Description of problems and services in one«-man law school
libraiy. Biggest problem relates to the limitation of services
offered due to personnel shortage. Otoer problems are discussed
in relation to clientele-faculty and students, circulation con¬
trol, book selection, order procedures, and classification.
26. Orman, 0. C. "Autonomy in Law Library Administration," Law Libraiy
Journal, xmi (March, 1939), 60-67.
Paper presented by director of libraries, Washington Univer¬
sity, at the 1938 meeting of the American Association of Law
Libraries. Discusses centralization and decentralization in
university law library administration. States that the relation¬
ship between the law school library and the general university
library must be worked out in relation to three factors: the size
of the library budget, the location of the law library and univer¬
sity library, and the strength of the university library. Recom¬
mends that authority on budgetary and book selection matters should
reside in the law librarian.
27. Pollack, E. H. "Autonomy Versus Integration in Law Library Admini¬
stration," Journal of Legal Education, XIV (December, 1961), 229-39.
An addition to the controversy on the place of the law school
library within the general administrative framework of the univer¬
sity. Refutes many statements in another article on autonomy
versus integration; points out advantages and disadvantages to
control of the law school library by the dean of the law school
and director of libraries, notes that the results of a survey
showed that autonomous control is favored by law librarians and
suggests that regardless of the source of ultimate control, the
decision-making process should be controlled by the law librarian.
28. Price, Miles 0, "Are the Association of American Law Schools*
Standards for Law Libraries Adequate?" Law library Joiamal, XLVII
(November, 195U), 371-7i:.
Concentrates on standards for library staff and administration.
Considers language of Association of American Law Schoc^s vague
and provisions inadequate. Notes that many one-man law school
libraries exist and suggests that the A.A.L.S. should adapt
standards to provide for adeqxxate staffing of all law libraries.
29. Price, M. 0. "Place of the Law School Library in Library Admini¬
stration," College and Research Libraries, XXI (January, I960),
13-19.
Compares autonomcus and integrated administrative systems in
law school libraries pointing out advantages and disadvantages
of both systems. States that personalities of the law librarian,
the law school dean, and the director of libraries are more important
than formal organization, and either scheme, whether autonomous.
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under the dean or integrated under the director, can be effective
if there is cooperation between the law school and central library.
30. ’’Problems of Private Law Libraries—A Round Table Discussion,” Law
Library Journal, III (November, 1959), 370-90.
Perennial law firm library problem discussed. Presents ways
different libraries have handled circulation control. Discusses
a favorite charge slip method in which all materials taken from
the library are charged out on individuals slips by the attorneys,
filed behind tabbed guide cards, and discarded when books are
returned. Also explains the use of book card system, the desk-
charge book system, charts, charge-out sheets and individual shelf-
charge cards.
31. Roalfe, W. R. ’’Centralized University Library Service and the Law
School,” Law Library Journal, L (February, 1957), 2-5.
Debates validity of centralized control of law school libraiy
under the director of university libraries proclaimed to be the
best system by another author. States that an overall appraisal
of either the autonomous or independent system of administration
is possible since there is no current information on the number
of law libraries centrally or independently administered.
32. Schmehl, L. H. ’’Insuring Your Law Library,” Law Library Journal,
xmx (May, 19ii6), L5-U8.
Infomation on evaluating a law library collection for ade¬
quate catastrophe insurance coverage. Sxiggests that fair
valuation for insurance protection requires knowledge of the col¬
lection and a study of library books, furniture and equipment,
minus an allowance for depreciation.
33• Smith, V. M. ’’Librarian as Coordinator and Consultant on Law
Library Standards,” Law Library Journal, L (November, 1957), U16-20.
Appraisal of law librarians' role aind responsibility to the
American Bar Association and the Association of American Law
Schools in setting up standards for law school libraries. Sug¬
gests that existing standards are vague and inadequate. Recom¬
mends inspections of law libraries should be made with the advice
and technical assistance of experienced librarians.
3U. Voight, M. J. and others. “Education for Special Librarianship,’’
Library Quarterly, XXIV (January, 195U), 1-20.
Guidelines for optimum training for special librarians
including law school librarianship presented by the subcommittee
on Special library Education of the Council of National Library
Associations. Recommends that the qualified law school librar¬
ian as a minimum should have degrees from college, law school, and
libraiy school, acquired in that order.
35. Westwood, Howard C. “The Function of the Law Office Librarian,”
Chicago Bar Record, XXV (May, 195ii), 182, 190.
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Recommends the services of a qualified law librarian for the
effective administration of the law firm library in opposition to
the services of a junico* associate, a law student or an intelli¬
gent secretary. Enumerates some of the services rendered by
law firm librarians: organizes collections^ selects new treatises
or law text booksj keeps collections current throu^ supplements,
pocket parts, continuations; renews subscriptions; maintains cur¬
rent infoarmation files on subjects of interest to the firm; col¬
lects and indexes legal memoranda and opinion letters; has paper
books, law reviews and other periodicals bound; compiles legis¬
lative histories; and conducts special research projects.
APPENDIX
CHECmST USED TO ANALYZE PEHIODICAL ARTICLES ON
UW HBRARIANSHEP
Types of Law Libraries
Associ ation
County or State
Federal Department or Administrative Agency
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